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turned on 
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of moving bodies
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the difference

in the temperature 
of the barometer
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€ Nameless mountains, nameless creeks: language 
abhors such vacuums. Once we'd climbed the 
mountain, and were camped with the pack horses 
beside the tarn, I could feel the impulse co supply 
names become active, as though language were 
suffering a housekeeping crisis. I thought of early 
explorers and scientists leaving their names—or 
those of their heroes, friends, wives, mistresses or 
pets—attached to the species and landforms they 
encountered, how it seems to satisfy some primal 
urge in the hyperlinguisric species like ours. I sus
pect that language harbours a desire to be that 
map in die Borges story that is co-cxtensivc with 
the world. Once inducted—baptized—into lan
guage, the mountain or creek seems to join us in 
the tissues of discourse that make up so much of 
human life. It yields a portion of its otherness; it 
agrees (or so we like to think) to live along with us 
inside that web of reference which, some would 
argue, constitutes the real.

That particular linguistic mania is illusory but 
compelling, especially in seminar rooms. Out 
there on the mountain, though, I felt a contrary 
impulse, an impulse beyond simply letting the
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Tender 
Buttons
Gertrude Stein

roasteief; mutton; breakfast; sugar; cranberries; 
milk; eggs; apple; tails; lunch; cups; rhubarb; single; 
fish; cake; custard; potatois; asparagus; butter; eno 
of summer; sausages; celery; veal; vegetable; cooking; 
chicken; pastry; cream; cucumber; dinner; oining; 
eating; salad; sauce; salmon; orange; cocoa; and clear 
SOUP AND ORANGES AND OATMEAL,' SALAD DRESSING ANO AN 
artichoke; a centre in a table.

ROASTREEF.

In the inside there is sleeping, in the outside there is 
reddening, in the morning there is meaning, in the 
evening there is feeling. In the evening there is feel
ing. In feeling anything is resting, in feeling any
thing is mounting, in feeling there is resignation, 
in feeling there is recognition, in feeling there is 
recurrence and entirely mistaken there is pinching. 
Al! the standards have steamers and all the curtains 
have bed linen and al) the yellow has discrimination 
and all the circle has circling. This makes sand.

Very well. Certainly the length is thinner and the rest, 
the round rest has a longer summer. To shine, why 
not shine, to shine, to station, to enlarge, to hurry 
the measure all this means nothing if there is sing
ing, if there is singing then there is the resumption.

The change the dirt, not to change dirt means that there 
is no beefsteak and not to have that is no obstruc
tion, it is so easy to exchange meaning, it is so easy 
to see the difference. The difference is that a plain 
resource is not entangled with thickness and it does 
not mean that thickness shows such cutting, it does 
mean that a meadow is useful and a coxy absurd. It 
does not mean that there arc tears, it does not mean 
that exudation is cumbersome, it means no more 
than a memory, a choice and a reestablishment, it 
means more than any escape from a surrounding ex
tra. All the time that there is use there is use and any
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Map with One Small Hand

One hand is smaller than the other. It 
must always be loved a little like a child; 
requires attention constantly, implies 
it needs his frequent glance to nurture it.

He holds it sometimes with the larger one 
as adults lead a child across a street, 
finding it his and suddenly alien 
rallies his interest and his sympathy.

Sometimes you come upon him unawares 
just quietly staring at it where ir lies 
as mute and somehow perfect as a flower.

But no. It is not perfect. He admits 
it has its faults: it is not strong or quick.
At night it vanishes to reappear 
in dreams full-size, lost or surrealist.

Yet has its place like memory or a dog - 
is never completely out of mind - a rod 
to measure all uncertainties against.

Perhaps he loves it too much, sets too much stock 
simply in its existence. Ah, but look!
It has its magic. See how it will fit 
so sweetly, sweetly in the infant s glove.

The Mole

’Ihe mole goes down the slow dark personal passage - 
a haberdasher's sample of wet velvet moving 
on fine feet through an earth that only 
the gardener and the excavator know.

The mole is a specialist and truly
opens his own doors; digs as he needs them 
his tubular alleyways; and all his hills 
are mountains left behind him.

Motel Pool

The plump good-natured children play in the blue pool: 
roll and plop; plop and roll;

slide and tumble, oiled, in the slippery sun 
silent as otters, turning over and in.

churning the water; or - seamstresses - cut and sew 
with jackknives its satins invisibly.

Not beautiful, bur suddenly limned with light 
their elliptical wet flesh in a flash reflects it

and it greens the green grass, greens the hanging leaf 
greens Adam and Eden, greens little Eve.
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